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DEANS’ FORUM SUMMARY
Thursday, May 3, 2012


GUESTS: Fred Amis, Matthew Marx, Joe Price, Rosalie Saltzman

- Synergy and Interdisciplinary Initiatives-Matthew Marx, Fred Amis, Carolyn Gascoigne. A group has been discussing ways to expand synergy-type courses, as well as the possibility of embedding them into interdisciplinary degree structures. The working group will expand to include college representation.

- Commencement Update-Joe Price. A working order commencement document was shared. A 6:00am, 12:00pm and 4:00pm weather call timeline was agreed upon.

- Approval of Summary for April 5, 2012 Deans’ Forum-Approved.

- New/Old Business
  - Enrollment Management & Marketing (EMM) - Morrice. EMM is working through the data review phase through mid-summer, with a campus update forthcoming. The search for a Director of UG Admissions is underway. The group is also looking into ways to streamline the transfer process, as well as engaging faculty in the ABR process.
  - Associate Vice Chancellor Student Affairs Search Update– Boocker. Detailed feedback on the candidates is requested by Monday, May 7.
  - Assistant Vice Chancellor Academic and Student Affairs Search Update-Reed. A decision should be made by next week.
  - Testing Center Director Search Update-Keel. The pool is strong. There are three candidates being interviewed.
  - Academic and Student Affairs Fellows Search Update-Reed. Project ideas are requested. A decision should be made by next week.
  - Web Redesign-Baker. The Admissions and Marketing side of the redesign will take place first and then extend to the colleges.